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Walmart is here to help make every day easier. This itemWe aim to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers, suppliers and others provide what you see here and we haven't checked it out. Prepare professional reports and documents with Brother GX 6750. This model offers all the features you might need for basic typing and more. Some of its
features include automatic paper insertion, word memory correction, automatic emphasis and bold printing and the right flush of the field. The Brother GX 6750 includes Canadian bilingual daisies and keyboards, viewing mode and a perfectype keyboard. The entire device weighs just 10 pounds, so you can easily move it and move it to another place where it
is more convenient or affordable. The GX 65750 electronic typewriter has automatic centering, paper insertion and repetition for all characters. You can also perform half and express backspacing. Add this device to your office supplies for the quick typing tasks you need to complete without a computer. Brother GX 6750 Daisy Wheel Electronic Typewriter:
Printing Technology: Daisy Wheel Print Speed: 12 Paper Width: 12.87 Print Width: 9 Print Step: 10 (Pica), 12 (Elite) GX 6750 Electronic Typewriter has interval line, Copy Storage Symbol: 65 Keyboard: 96 Keys Power Source: Power Adapter Input Voltage: 120V AC Dimensions: 5.3H x 16.4W x 15.1D Weight (approximately): 10 pounds forward and reverse
indexing Automatic paper insertion Automatic repeat for all characters Half and 15.1D Weight (approximately): 10 pounds forward and reverse indexing Automatic paper insertion Automatic repeat for all characters Half and 15.1D Weight (approximately): 10 pounds forward and reverse indexing Automatic paper insertion Automatic repeat for all characters
Half and half and Express backspace Automatic centering 1-sensory set of tabs and clear UL-listed office accessories No assembly required BrandBrothermanufacturer_part_numbergx-6750 Collected product sizes (L x W x H) 15.10 x 16.40 x 5.30 inch webapp branch The GX-6750 is an entry-level portable daisy typewriter. Its features include Perfectype?
professional touch keyboard, automatic correction system, included in word-out and 65 characters of lifting memory, automatic suspension, bold printing, right field flush and viewing mode. It has a variable 10/12 pitch typing selector, lock caps, indentation lines and automatic paper insertion. Main Features View allows you to easily view the Entry Line
Automatic Paper Insert Perfectype® Touch Keyboard Automatic Forward Shipping and Reverse Indexing brother electronic typewriter gx-6750. brother electronic typewriter gx-6750 manual. brother electronic typewriter gx-6750 ribbon. brother gx-6750 electronic typewriter price philippines. brother gx-6750 electronic typewriter correction tape. brother
correctronic gx-6750 electronic typewriter correction tape
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